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USE OF COMOTERS FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSES IN ONTARIO SCHOOL *

Stephen B. Lawton f,

Robert S. McLean

The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

This report,provides an overview of the results of a survey .undertaken

sdelune 1980 to determine the types, of computers used for instructional
,

.

+-4

purOos s in Ontario's schools.t A brief questionnaire (Figure 1) was sent

Insert Figure 1 about here
. t.

to ,very secondary school and a sample of public and separate schools.

Data on the use of computers, types of computers use, modes of access to
.

. ,
these computers,-and years in which use of different types of computers

commenced are presented. Where appropriate, analyses by geographic region,

school=level and'
%

hool size are reported, and projections are made as to

the .ft)ure levels f usage of computers in Ontario schools.

Sample.,
-

For:'the purposes of this study, all Ontario scho9k!-1,( were clasSified as

elemental or 'secondary schools, with separate schools-eing placed in one

of these two categories depending'on the grades enrolled. Hence, the elemen-

tary scho4s include schools enrolling students in grades K through'8 or 9,

or some combination of these grades, while secondary schools are schools en-
.

rolling grades 9 or 10 through 13, or some combfnatid# of,these grades.

Separate Schools which, according to the Ontario Directory of Education

1979/1980, enrolled only grades 7 though 10 or9 and 10 were classed as

secondaryyschools, since these schools- typically offer grades 11 to 13 under

the ausp)ces of private Roman CaAolic school boards. This mode of classi-

'1 fication.is..more useful for purposes of analysis than:the usual elementary,

separate, and secondary school categorization since it is based on the grades

taught in a school ratiler_than the legal des'ignatio-ii of the school. -In

addition, the presence or absence in each school of junior (4-6) and senior

.(7-8) elementary grades was, recorded in order to faalitate more detailed

analyses of the data according to the level of progi'am offered.

In the survey, a letter and stamped postCard-sized questionnaire were

. mailed to all 684 secondary scHoolsin Ontari and,to 381 elementary schools,

the latter reprsenting a systematic sample of 10.in 10 schoulG. altiyr,.:In in*

ThiS.,research funded by a grant" from OISE. The authors wish to thank

Mrs. Pearl Kaplan for-`her assistance on the conduct"of this survey..
. . 2
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Metro Torohto a phone surveyr-of elementary schools in the sample was conducted

in order to reduce mailing'costs. A similar phone survey of secondary schools

did not prove feasible since it was difficult to locate the admini6trator or

teacher who knew the answers to the questions being asked,
t

In all, responses were received from 479 secondary schools (70%) knd 255

elementary drools (67%), for an overall response rate of 69%. The sample of
..,

.
-Oresponding schoolk,was examined for evidence of bia's related to their geo-

C 7.t

graphical location or to their size (Table 1).

Insert Table 1 about here

Rates of return for secondary schools sho\ied little variation, from region to

regio0, ranging front 64 percent in Northwestern Ontario to 74 percent in

Eastern Ontario. Regional variation in return rates was greater for elementary

schools, ranging from 52 percent in Eastern Ontario to 80 percent in Northwestern'.

Ontario. Given that there were fewer elementary than secondary schools in the

regional.subsamples, such wider variation in return rates was to be expected.

In any case, there does not appear to be a trendin values of return rates that

would. suggest a systematic bias in the sample. This point is'illUstrated by

the reversal of the relative positions of Northwestern and Eastern Ontario in

terms.of their return ratesrat the elementary and secondary levels.

There does appear to be a slight bias toward larger'schools in the sample

of schools that responded. At the secondary level-, the average enrolment of

responding schools was 947, or 2.5 percent, greater than the provincial-wide

average of 923. The bias was somewhat strOnger for eleMentary schools:

responding schools averaged 354pupils., 26 or .7.9 percer*more than the provi ce--

wide average. In our opinion, only the latter bis.is-,sufficiently large to be

of practical)tportance. Hence, in interpreting the data for elementary

schools, one should bear in mind that the findingsappl'y tOIschools that are

slightly larger than average. , #

The relationship between average School enrolmen"tand geoghphical region

apparent in Table 1 shoUld be noted. Midnorthern Opiario, incorporating

Sudbury, Manitoulin and/ Algoma, anclArthwesterniOntarlo, incorpOrating Thunder

Bay; Rainy River and Kenora, have schopls withi6verage enrolments that are .

substantially below-those elsewhere ip the pcovince. Enrolments in schools in
4 K

..
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Northeastern Ontario, representing Muskoka, Parry Sound, Nipissing, Timiskaming

and Cochrane, are also somewhat smaller then .average.

Use of Computers.

The use of computers in Ontario schools is confined almost exclusively to

secondary sools at the present time, as is evident in Table 2. Seventy-four

O

Insert Table 2 about here

percent-of the responding secondary schools reported using computers for in-

structional purposes, whereas only 5.5 percent of all responding elementary

schools did so. Applied to the total number of schools in the prov.ince at each

elevel, these rates of usage imply approximately 504 of 684 seconda'ry schOols an,

210 of about 3,800 elementary schools use computers for instructional purposes.

The percentages of schools using computers for instructional purposes vas

-roily by region. At the elementary level, all such schools appear to be located

in either Central or Western Ontario, though of course ?he sampling errors associ-

ated with'the regional subsamples,are quite large. The sample no do4bt,missed a

few elementary schools in each region that use computers; however, the overall

pattern of usage is' clear.

Use of computers in secondary schools is highest in the most populous regions;

Central, Western and Eastern Ontario have the highest rates of usage averaging 77

percent; those inMidnorthern and Northwestern Ontario are somewhat lower, averaging

66 percent; that in Northwestern Ontario is lowest at only 44 percent.

Use of computers for instructional purposes is also related to school enrolment

(Table 3).

Insert Table 3 about here

At the elementary level this relationship irregulal,; they are used in two very,

small schools which, on inspection, proved to be "alternative" schools in Metro
%

Toronto. Otherwise, they are concentrated in schools with over 250 students.' At

the secondary level, the relationship is far more systematic, with percentages,of

4chdbls using computers increasing from 25 percent of those with fewe;'than 101

students, to about 50 percent of those enrolling between 100 ,and 751 students,, 8O

percent of those enrolling between 750 and 1,251- to 1,500 students, and essentially
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100,perc,:int of those with more than 1,500 students. Clearly, small enrolments

tend to be a barrier to the use of computers, but since there are secondary schools

of,all sizes that do use computers, apparently it is a barrier that can be overcome.

It appeared from Tables 1 and 3 that the small size of the average secondary

school in Northwestern Ontario might explall) the low rate'of computer usage (44

\percent) in that region. To test thishypothesis, Table 4 was constructed. In
1

it, rates of computer usage for schools ofdifferent sizes_in the Northwestern

region are compared with provincial arage rates of usagd for schools of different

sizes. It appears that the presence of small schools does not explain the low

o Insert Table 4 about here

p'rcentage of 5chools using computers for instructional purposes in the Northeastern

Region. Only 29 percent of the schools in the 251 to 500 enrolment category, and

only 60% of theschools in the 1,001 to 1,250 enrolment category; use computers) as .

oppposed to the provincial averages of 52 percent and 84 percent respectively.

Admittedly, the small numbers. of schools and students involved in these schools is

not apparent' in the percendges; there are man/ more students without access to

computers in the small secondary schoolS of Central Ontario.

Types of Computers in Use.

In the survey, respondents were asked to indicate the use of three,types of ..

computers, categorized according to size: micro, mini, and macro. It was assumed
.,,

that micro and mini computers Could be located in the shool, or that they could
.

be located elsewhere with access supplied via terminals, courier-services, remote'

job entry (RJE) card oeaders, or student,visits to the site hous;i40 Vie -cOmput

For macro computers,.it was assumed that demote access would be necessary.

For the 14 elementary schools usiipg computers, only use of micro computers was

reported. Given the small number of schools involved and the single type of computer

in use, no further analysis of these data were carried out,,though_future adoption 1

of computers in elem nta4.schools is,commented 'Upon later.
.......

For secondaty sc ools, ail types of computers proved popular, as indicated in

Table 5 in which.the type of.computers used is crosttabulated by region. In each

'region, different patterns apply. In densely populated Central Ontario, micro-

comp4fers, macro-computers, and on-site mini-computers are all popular. Between
.

------

the latter two Options, there appears to be a preferencefor the use of macro-7,

compdters, though in notes, some respondents noted that they were shifting from

courier accessto a remote macro-computer to an on-site mini,. The pattern in

a

4 A
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Eastern Ontario is similar to that in Central Ontario,'though on-site mini's

appear somewhat more popular than macro - computers., Western Ontario provides

another variation to this pattern, with approximately a quarter of the schools'

reporting remote access to mini-computers. .

Strikingly different patterns apply to the three Northern Regions. In

these, micro-computers carry the major share of the burden. No other type was

reported 4 Northwestern Ontario; some use of on-site minis was reported in the

other two Northern regions; only in the Midorthern Region did a significant

percentage report use of macro-computers.
.

.

4. ,.,.

(
Given the frequency of use reported, it is clear that many schools use more

. .

han one type,of computer; this topic is dealt with later.

The relationship betWeen a school's enrolment and the type of computers

used is reported in Table. 6. Although micro-computers seem popular in,schools
,...

fnsert*TaUle-6 about here

of-all sizes, they seem Most popular in schools, with entaMents between 7.50 and

2,000, and least popular ,n those with fewer than 100 or more\than 2,000 students.

The use of mini-computers both on -site 6nd remote tends to increase with

school size. A similar rellationship holds for macro - computers. One anomally is
4

of particular note. In the 1,751 to 2,000 student category, only 29 percent of

the schools reported using in-house mini-computers, while 64 Percent reported

1

using macro-computers. In the over 2000 category, this relationship was reversed;

with 63 percent reporting in-house mini's and only 38 petcent reporting'the use of

macro's. Clearly, those in large schools prefer minis over macro or micro-
.

computers, with .minis in effect substituting for oth'other types of computers.

4

Modes of Computers.

In addition to indicating the types of computers used,,for instructional .

purpoises; respondrrts were asked to indicate the particular models in use, and

the numbers Of these models.

Table 7, reporit the numbers of different models of micro-computers presently

used in Ontario's secondary school's. PET micro-computers are clearly the most

Insert Table 7 about here

.944,4.1.0..relr^
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popular,,and are found in 28 percent of the responding schools. While 10 percent

of all schools reported only one PET, 6 percent reported three and 3 percent

reported six, with lower percentage's reporting two, four, and seven or more. The

pelaks at multiples of three reflects the "three for the price of two" offer

available to schools from ComModore, PET's manufacturer:

.
TRS-80's, sold by Radio Shack,are the next most popular.micro; they are

found in 11 percent of all schools. The largest percentage of schoOls have just

one. Smaller - percentages report two or more. Also present, though quite rare,

in,Ontario's -schools are APPLE's, Ohio Scientific micros and SCI's.. A significant

number of other Micros were mentioned. In some cases, respondents noted that they

had 4 micro in the school, bu,t-did not indicate the model. These were classed as

mothers," as well.

Table 8, which summarize the data for in-school mini-computers, shows that

P DP-11's and IBM 1130's are the two most popular minis, followed by WANG's and

PDP-8's, though there appears to be no -overall favorite. Schools having remote

access to minis reported using these same models (Table 9) though IBM 1130's were

most commonly used in this manner. Access was typically provided by a courier

service (Table 10).

I (

Insert Tables,8, 9; 10 about .here

IBM 370's were the most Commonly used macro-computers, with 15 percent of all

responding, secondary schools reporting their use. IBM 360's were,oext most popullir

(Table 11). Again, courier Services were the most common mode of .iccess (26 precent

of all schools), though the use of terminals or RJE Was quite common (Table 12).

Insert Tables 11 and 12 about here\

Combinations of Computer Types.

As noted earlier, many schools have access to more than one type of computer.
.

'Table 13 yeports the various combinations by region of the_province. Evident in

this table is the dependence of northern Onto secondary schools on micro-computers

as their Ipniy compUters. Rarely do schools there have access to more than one type

of computer, an exception being_twO schools in the Midnorthern Region with:access

to all three types. In other regions, the most popular combination is th"at of a

micro access to a macro- computer.

Insert Table 13 about here

.7
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The relationship between the combinations of computers used and school

enrolment is reported in Table 14. Sole dependence on micro-computers tends

to decline as school'-size increases: 31 percent of the schools with fewer than

500 students depend on micros, whereas only. 11 percent of those with over 1,500
.

do so. In contrast, the percentagewith sole dependence on minis or macros in-

creases with size, as does the percentage with various combinations. For example,
/"---

access to a micro and macro-computer incre s from 6 percent of the schools with

enrolment under 500 to 20 percent of those wit over 1,500 students. Both Table 13

and 14 suppport the inference made earlier thatan in-house mini,,or an in-house

micro and remote access to a macro-computer, are the two most popular,c0ices

among large secondary schools. Schools appear more willing to depend on an in-
. .,

house mini than on either micros alone'or remote access to a macro-compbter.

Insert Table 14 about here

Combinations of different models,-as opposed to types, of computers were '--

reported only for micro-computers. Even then, however, combinations were rare,

as can be seen in Table 15. ,Two percent of all school's responding reported having

both a-PET and a TRS-80; one percent a PET and an APPLE; and 0.2 percent S TRS-80

and an APPLE. None reported, all three,of the leading models.

Insert Table 15 about here

Year of Adoption.

As a final question, respondents were asked the year in which each type (not

model) of computer was used. These,data are useful for seberal Orposes. First, ,

they indicate when a trend to adopt'each type of computer commenced; second, they

show how rapidly adoption is occuring; and finally, they make it possible to make

projections as to the future pattern of adoption.

In Table 16 is reported the, number-of computers of each type and model adopted

in each of the years from 1965 to 1980. The data a)e in fact complete only th-rough

the 1979-80 academic year designated by 1979; beside 1980 are indicatedanicipated

adoptions for the 1980-81 school. year. Another caveat is also necessary'. Since

only the year a given ape (micro, mini, or macro) of computer was first used was

requested, the reportiny of that year as the year of adoption for a particular

=del mentioned represents an, inference on our part that,a respondent's school has
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not changed models.. The. pre -1970 adoptions of IBM 370's We-report are probably

due to invalid references of this type. rn ether cases, however, there is no

appar4t problem and, since IBM 360's and 370's are.pooled for analytic pu'rpose,-

even this difficulty can be overlookecj.

Insert tabl,e 16 about here

It is clear from Table 16 that the rise of computers for instrtictional

purposes has been greatly facilitated by the development'of.each new ty0 and

each new model of computer,. First, only 'remote access to larger IBM machines

was available, folldWed by remote access to IBM 11,30's. The first wave of
r

'adoption of macro-computers began in 1965, and was complete by 1976, after which

a new wave appears to have ammenceC By 1976. .the,life cycle of IB11 1'130's .was

over, helped along by the rapid introduction of WANG's. Even then, just as the

adoption of WANG's was peaking, PDP-11's were becoming available; it appears that

their popularity may still be growing. Only in 1977 did micro-computers come orl

the scene. Though PET's appear-first, in 1978 it appears that TRS-80's were

equally popular. In 1979, however, PET' clearly moved ahead of the field.

This heuristic discusion trends can be made more concrete by using a logistic.

, curve to "model" the data. This type of curve is analogous to the S-shaped demand

curve familiar to economists, or to the cumulative amounts of a compound, that are
.

formed as an autocatalytic chemical reaction proceeds from start to finiSh. The

'model requires three parameters: P, the rate of adoption; S1, the number of

adoptions in the firt year of the CYcle; and N, the total number of adopters.

A fourth "parameter," q0, can be derived from the other three; it represents

the "seed" that helps to caualyze"ihe process. Two other useful stati;tics can be

derived: Sm, the, peak number of adoptions in a single year, and Ym, the year in

which this peak occurs.

-The logistic modeloutlinediabove was used to model the life cycles of the

.
various types and models of. computers used in.Ontario's schools. ' In some cases,

life cycles were already complete; in others, they were just beginning. In the
\--,

,latter cases, projec ions of future adoptions were made.

iTable 17 repo ts the life cycle analysis for As noted 'ea-r-lier,-

inspection f the data suggested that the initial cycle of adoption of macro-

computers c menced in 1965 and ended in 1976. The model smooths out the ir.requ-

10

'As
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larities fOund in the actUal 'data, and provideS the estimates of parameters P, Si,

and N reported in Table 18. The standard errors -of the estimates appear satisfac-

tory, given, the values of the parameters esttmated. Of' particulars value is the

.estimate of P, which can be used, in conjunction with the numbers of.adoption of

macro- computers in 1977, 1978,. and 1979, to project the ftture number of adoptions.

To make projections of adoptions, it is generally necessary to fix at least

one of the three parameters; otherwise, an infinite number.of adoptions is.usuallY.

projected. Usually, one either selects a reasonable rate constant, P, or a reason-

able number of total adoption,, N. What one
t
considers reasonable is generally based

on previous expetlence in similar situation. In this case, fixing P'-= .73, the rate'
.

.constant estimated from the first cycle of adoptions fOr macro- computers;- appears

reasonable.

The projected number of future adoptions of macro-computers (i.e., decisions

to Use macro-computers for instructional purposes via remote linkages) are re-

ported by year in Table 17. Se model indicates that adoptions probably peaked

in 1979, and will taperAff through 1985, The total number of additional adoptions

is aboutabout 87 with a standard error of 8.6. (see Table 18). Adding these 87 to

the 61 schools thathad begun using macro-computers before-1977 yields a total of

149 schools with access to macros, or31 percent of all responding schools.

Insert Tables 17 apd 18 about here

i. Tables 19 and 20 report a similar type of analysis of the life cycleof mini-

computers. For these, the years of adoption for different models appeared to.

correspond closely to the years in which mini-computers were first used, so that

analysis by modeT-trInsible. In all, data on four life cycles were treated;

those,for IBM 113,0!s, h

\
ose for-Wang's, those for PDP-11's:, and those for all

minis.., For the first o, it appears that the adoption life cycles are complete.

Insert'Tables 19 and.20 about here
c

For POI:11's, it was necessaryto fix.one of the parameters; we Chok4e to fix N at

60, since.this seemed reasonable in ;iew.Of the fact it appears PDP-11's are being.

adopted in_lirger numbers than iTler,e,-Wangs____

constant - around 1, higher than that for Wang's, but not unusually high for a pop-

ular innovation.

. . 10
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Several points regarding the estimates and projections related 'to the life

cycles of mini-computers bear comment. First, each model of machine tappears to'

have been adopted at a higher rate than preceding mOdells: P = 0. 33 for IBM 1130,

0.87 for Wangs, V aeestimated 1.09 for PDP-11's. Second, the rate constant

for the adoption of all minis is low at 0.23; that is, it conceals the high rate

Of adoption for particular models. Third, the'projectednumber of total adoptions,

at 197, represents 41 percent of the 479 schools that responded, though the rather

large standard error of.68 suggests the actual figure could be considerably higher

or lower. Fourth, .the fact it was not necessary to ?ix,a 1arameter'io estimate '

future overall adoptions implies that, barring'a major chIM in the e6iroilMent,

the course of adoption is well set. _Fifth, the fact that the adoption of PDP--11's

may be peakingi1. n,1980 wheireas the projection of overall adoption's remains high,

until the late 1980's, implies the time maybe ripe for'a.new'model,to steal PDP's

thunder as PDP did to Wang's. Finally, given that minis and macros tend to be.

complementary, and not both used by the same-school: it would appear that the

eventual rate of penetration for minis and macros would be about the sum of their

individual rates of penetration, 31 percent and 41 percent, or 72 percent.

The most striking projections, however, are, those developed for micro-

computers (Table 21). So little data is available,it is, necessary to fix one

',Parameter. .Given the high overall rate of penetration (29 per6ent) Ater only

three.yeirs, it only seemed reasonabfe:to project 100% adoption, eventually..

Though this assumption might. at first appear extreme, and produces antextra-

'ordinarily.high estimated rate of adoption"(2.19), the small standard/errors for thi's

rate and the cloSe fit.betwee0 actual and estimated numbers of adoptions for

1977, 1978, and 1979, confirm,its acceptability.--Given thi& assumlifjgz,then,,

the model indicates all Ontario- secondary schools will havZ at least one micro-

computer
-,

by 1983.

'c Insert Table 21 about here

k

PET, of course, appears destined to have the lion'S share of themarket.

- 1;

Assuming PET's are purcha sed by 80 percentof all schools (a pi-Opcirtion

to that among schools that already have micros), yields the life cycle of adop-

tions projected in Table 21.

The que;tion regarding micros that arises, given these projections, is not

if secondary, schools will have them, 'but how many they will have.

. 11
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In theory, it would also be p sit:Tie to project the number of elementary

schools thA will adopt the use of micro-computers for instructional purposes

.for-the coming decade. In fact, the scarcity of data 7 indicated adoption in

1979 and 4 i.n 1980, with 3 notindicating the first year of usage -c'makes,any

reasonable projection impossible., Finally, on the chance that the 14 elementary

schools reporting use of computer; were senior public schools, the grade levels

in these schools were inspected, No, such relationship appears to exist.

Discussions and Recommendations.

The results of this survey clearly indicate that secondary schools are deeply

involved in computing, and are rapidly adopting for their use newer, smaller

computers: It is no longer reasonable to consider access to computers by students

'as frill to be found only in large schools; access to them in most schools,

one of the routine opportunities provided.

The situation in elementary schools is not as clear. At that level, use of

computers is at an early, experimental stage. While for secondary schools, one
e

must be concerned about thosa schools in wbich students do not have access to

:;computers, this is not yet the case for elementary schoOls.

The primary recommendationt that might be based on this study rela te to the

establishment of a more uniform level of access to computing.in secondary schools.

The particular targets identified in the survey as being less likely to provide

access at the current tim,4 are smaller secondary schools, enrolling fewer than

1,060 students, and schools in the North, especially the Northeastern Region.

A second, related issue, is the type of computer' to which access is provided.

A particularly crucial decision appears to be whether a secondary school should be

provided its own mini-computer, or a combination of in-house micro-computers and

access to macro-computers-. There may not - indeed probably is not - a single

answer to this question since the availability of a macro-computer, the type of

access (courier, terminal or RJE) to it, and the school program all could affect

the choice.

The need to tailgr the answer to individual school or board environments means

that any provincial action to encourage more widespread access to computers should

allow flexibility at the local level. A favored approach, recently used by the

province to encourage French and Heritage Language programs, is ajorm of stimulation

.grant. However, in order not to bias local decisions, such fiscal measures should

treat all types of ccimouters equally. If micros were treated as supplies, while'

minis were treated as capital items, different rate of grants might apply that could

distort the decision-making process in boards' by making one form of computing less

expensive than the other. The rapid adoption of less expensive Computers in high

schools leaves no doubt that price is an important consideration.

1
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Figure 1. Survep-Questionnaire

ID SURVEY OF CO4PUTERS USED IN SCHOOLS

1) Do your students use computers as a part of theirc...school
activities, in-or out ofelass? Yes_ No`

give the Sollowing,' information on computers, in use.
in your sdhool://
Number and t el i) ii)

T tal number Year first used
Number and type: i) ; ii)

2)' If yes, please
a) Computers

- Micro:
iii) ;

- Mini:
iii) ; T tal number Year first used

located els
Number and ,type: i) ;

Total number
access: T retinal_; Courier
Number d type: i)

Total number

b) :Computers
- Micro:

iii) ;

Mode of
- Mini:

iii) ;

where:
ii) ;

Yea first used
RJE-card__; Visit

ii) ;

Year first used
___;,RJE-da'rd__; Visit

ii)

Year first used
; RJE-card ; ;Visit

\Mode of access: Terminal ; Courier
- Macro: Number and type: i)

iii) Total number
Mode of access: Terminal ; Courier

,
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Table 1. Response and Average Enrolment Rate by Region

Level

Secondrya

Region
Number of
Schools

1. Central . 384

2. Eastern 101

3 Midnorthern 39,

4. Northeastern , 30
. .

5. Northwestern 25

'6. Western 105,

Total 684

Elementa y
b

1, Central 209
, $

2. Eastern 54
, %

3. Midnorthern 24

4. Northeastern 20-

5. Northwestern 15

6. Western g9

Total 381

Average
Enrolment

Percentage
Return

Average
Enrolment

976 69.5 99

.0 904 74.3 968

722 71.8 693

. 870, 73.3 806

630 64.3
_

614,,

905 66.6 955

923 . .70.0 947

359* 71.3 379

290 51.9 321

234 54.2 284

269 75.0, 291

206 80.0 188

. 344 64.4 381

328 66.9 354

a
All'schools,surveypd, including separate schools enrolling only grade 7 and
higher.

bane in ten schools surveyed, including separate schools with grades K-6.
The 66.9% response rate represents about 6.7% of all Ontario elementary schools.

c
Fo r schools returning questionnaires.

15



Table, 2

Use of Computers by Level and RegiOn

Region
4 Level

Elementary Secondary

n in % Using n in

sample Computers sample

1. Central 149 8j% ,268

.2. Eastern .28. 0.0 73 .

'3. Midnorthern 13 0.0 28

4. Northeastern 15 0.0 22

5. Northwestern 12 .0.0 18

6. Western 38 2.6 70 - 78.6
.\.

Total 255 5.5% 479

ti

% Using
Computers

"7 %5.0

76.7

,',.- 67..6

63.6

44.4

73.7%
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Table 3

Use of Computers by Level and EnroAnt

Level

Enrolment
Elementary Secondary

n in
sample

% Using
Compuprs

n in % Using
sample ',Computers

Below 101 15 13.3% 8 25.0%

101 250 72 0.0 24 45.8

251 - 500 117 6.8 68 51.5

501 . 760 43 7.0 72 55.6
1

751 1,000 8 12:5 93 78.5

1,001 1,250 89 84.3
\

1,251 1,500 70' 90.0
. ,

1,501 1,750 33 97.0

1,751 2,000 14 . 100.0

Above 2,000 - 8 100.0

Total . 255 5.5% -479 73.7%

J

,



Table 4

Use of Computers by Secondary School Size
in Northwestern Ontario

Enrolment n in sample % Using Computers Prov. Average

Below 101 25.0%

101 250 4 50.0% 45.8

251 - 500 - 7 28.6 51.5

501 750' 1 .0.0 55.6

751 - 1,000 1 100.0 78.5

1,001 1,250 5 . 60.0 84.3

Total 18, 44., 67.6%

to,

lb

ti

ti .
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Table 5

Percentage and Number of Secondary Schools with
Different Types of Computers by Region

(n = 479)

Region

'1. Central

2. Eastern

3. Midnorthern

6. Western

4. Northeastern

5.. 'Northwestern

NuM6er
Type of Computers

and Percent Micro Mini Remote Mini Macro

% 40.7 26.1 5.6 36.5

n 109 70 15 . 98

c\ 37.0 41.1 5.5 34.2

n 27 30 4 25

% 57.1 10.7 0.0
\

25 0

n 16 3 0 7

59c1 4,. 5 0.0 9.1

n 13 1 0

44.4 0.0, 0.0 M 0.0

n 8 0 0. , 0

41.4 15.7 24.3 28.6

n 29 11 17 20

Total 42.2 24.0 7.5 31.7

n 202 115 36 152



TAble 6

Percentage and Number of Secondary Schools with
Different Types of Computers by Enrolment

F
(n = 479)

Region Number
and Percent

. .

Micro

'Below 101
,

%

n 1

25.0

2

101 - 250 % 37.5

n
- ,-,

251 - 500 % 39.7

n 27

501 *-- 750 % 31e9

0
n 23

751 - 1,000 % 47.3.

n . 44

1,001. ,-- 1,250 % 46.1

n 41

1,251 - 1,500 % 47.1

n 33

1,501 1,750 %
.

42.4

n 14

1,751 - 2,000 % 50.0

as 7

Over 2,000 % 25.0

n 2 -

Total . % 42.2

.

202

Type of Computer

Mini Remote Mini Macro

0.0

0

0.0

0

4.4

3

0.0

0

.4.2

1

.

2.9

2

12.5

1

4.2

1

13.2

9

18.1 8.3 13.9

13 6 10

19.4 5.4 43.0

18' . 5 40

31.5 6.7 41.6',

28 6 37 .

41.4 11.4 35.7

29 8 4 2' 4,/:

45.5 15.2 51.5

15 5 17

28.6
,.

14.3 64.3

4 2 9

62.5. 12.5. 37.5

5 1 3

24.0 7.5
1

31.7

115 36- 152

I

2t}
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Table 7

Numbers and Percentage of Ontario Secbndary Schools
with Different Types of Micro-Computers 4

in June 1980

Name of
Computer

Number of Computers in Schoolsa

Number and
Percent of 0 1 2 3

Schools .

YET

n

72.0

345

10.2

49

4.0

19

TRS80 88.7 5.4 2.7

n 425 *26 13

APPLE % 97.5 'l,7 0.2'

n 467 8 1.

':

OHIOSG4 % 99.4 .0.2. 0.2

n 476 1 1

'SOL % 99.6 0.4 0.0

n 47'7 2 0.0

OTHER %

n

or

.

,

96.2

461

3.3-,

16

0.2

1 .

TOTAL JPdI CROS % 57.8 16.3 7.5

n 277 78 36

6:1

29 a

0.8

4

0.2

0.0

0

0.0

0.0

6.3

30

4 5 .6 7-12 13-25

2.3 1.0. 2.9 1.2 0.2

11

0.6

5

0.8,'

14

0.6

6 ,

0.0 1

1

0.2

3 . 4 3 0 1

0:(1 0.2 0.0 0.2 P.0
"%y..

10 1 0 0

0.2 0.0 00 0.0 0.0

1. 0 0 Q 0

0.0

0.0

P.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

G.0/ 0.0 0.0' 0.0 0.0

0 .0 0 O. 0.

4.0

19

2.3

11

3.8, ,

18

1.7

8

0.4

2

a
Seven. schools reported acc8sto micro computers located .elsewhere, including four
with access to PETS.

I

2
0
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Table

(PS-

<Number and Percentage of Ontario Seconday, Schools
with Different Types of Mini-Computers .

. (n = 479)

4

Number and

Model of Computer

Percent PDP11 IBM1130' WANG , PDPB 14100 IgM1S30 OPER -TOTALa

c

1

6.7 6.1 . 5.0 /1.3 04 4.8 \ .-24.2

32, 29 24

a Three schools reported having

4

1.

wo mfiii-Computers,

ta

4 .

' .

A

2
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Table 9

Numbers and Per entages of Ontai-io Secondary SChools
with Remote Access to

Mini-Computers. in June 1980

(n = 479)

.Number and

Type of Computer

Percent _,PDP11 IBM1130 WANG PDPp HP2100 IBM113G OTHER TOTAL
a

.

)

% 0.6 4.4 . 1:7 - -. ,2.3 8.1

n
4

3 21 8 11 ',39

a One school reported having remote access to two,minicompu,ters, and one
with remote access to four minicomputers.

Table 10/,
Mode of Access to Remote Mini-Computers

(n = 479)

Nuffilier'and

Perdent Terminal - ...Courier RJE Visit

Mode of Access

% 0.6 9.0 1.0 2.1

n 3 43 5 10

,20

A

I

k
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Table 11

Number's and Percentages'of Ontario Secondary Schools
Using Different Types of Macro - Computers

(n = 479)

rt

Model of Computer

Number and _OMR/
Percent' 'IBM370 IBM360 ICL' GEAC UNKNOWN TOTALa

,7% 15.4 2.9 0.8 0.6 13.1 '31.7

n 74 L14 4 3 63 152

a Ten schools reported access to two macro computers, and two
schools access to three macr$, several did not indicate '''

the model of the computer. '

r. Table 12

4ode of Access tpo Remote Macro-Computers,

(n = 479)

Number and
Percent Terminal Courier . RJE Visit

Mode of Access

6.3 25.9 5.8 4.2'

n

46.

30 124 28 29

0

J.



Table 13`-

Percent and Number of Secondary Schools,
with Different Combinations of

, Computer Types by Region

4'

Coinbination

-01' Region

Number &
Percent /r Central Eastern Mi,dnorthern Northeastern No-rthwe&tern Western Total

Micro

Mini

Macro

Micro & Mini

I

Micro & Macro

Mini & Macro

Micro & Mini & Mack)

No Computer

Total.

% 16.8. 8.2
,

39:3. 50.0 .. . 44.4 28.6 21.1

n 45 6 11 11
/

8
20 101

10.8 ?1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.6 10.6

ni 29 '16 0 f0 0 6 51

12.3 7---11.0 10.7 4.5 0.0 15.7 11.7

33 8 3 .1 0 11 56

6.3 11.0
4

3.6 4.5
,

0.0 2.9 . - 6.1°

17 8r 1 1 0 2 4 F 29

15.3 15.1 7.1 4.5 0.0 8.6 12.7

...

.

n 41 11 ,. 2 1 - .,..-.8r. 6 - 61

% 6.7 5.t 0.0 9 0.0 0.0 2.9 -5.0

n. 18 4. 0 , 0, a 2 24

r, 2.2 2.7 7.1 0.0 0*.0 '1.4 .2.3

n 6 2' 2° 0 0 1 11

9.5 24.7 i32.1 36.4, 55,6 31.4 30.5

n 79 .
18

9 8 t
10

:
22

-...

146
. ,s

% 106.1 99.9

1

99.9 100.0 109.1 190.0

n

094.9

268 73 . 28° 22, 18 70 479



Table 14

Percent 'and Number of Secondary ,schools

with Differwt Combinations-of
Computer Types by Enrolment

(n = 479)

Combination Number &
Percent Below 501

Micro -% \ 31.0

\ n 31

Mini
N
ic, 2.0

n . 2

Macro % 5.0

n 5

Micro & Mini % 1.0

n 1

Micro & Macro %' 6.0

,,- n 6

Mini & Macro % 0.0

n 0

Micro & Mini & Macro % 0.0
4

n 0

No Computer % 55.0

n

.7100.0,
n 100

501-1;000 1,001-.1,500 Over 1,500 Total

20.0 19.5 10.9 2T-.1-

33 31 6 101
..,

7.?, 15.7 121.8 10.6

12 25 12 51

12.7 . 12.6 18.2 11.7

21 20 10 56

Total /

Enrolment.,

6.6 8.2 7.2 6.1

11 13 4. 29

12.7 14.5 20.10. 12.7
.

21 23 11 61

3.6 7.5 10.9 5.0

6 12 6 24

1:2 4.4 3.6 2.3

2 7 2 ''- 11

35.8 17.6 7.2 30.5

28 t 4 . 14659

4399'.1 100.0 99.8 100.0

T65' .159 _. 55 , 479

a7
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Table 15

Percent and Number'of SeCondary Schools
with Different Combinations of

Micro-Computer Models

(n = 479)

Q

,
-4-

t

..-4 ,),

\

Combi nation : %. -n

41

Pet 25.1 120

TRS80 9.2 44

Apple 1.3
.

6

Pet & TRS80 1.9 9

Pet & Apple 1.0 5

TRS80 &
\....,

Apple 0.2 1

All three 0.0 0
y,

Other computers 3.5 17

No computer 57.8 277

Total _100.0 479

,..

4

V°



Table 16 '

-Number of Schools Adopting Different
Types and Models of Computers by Year

(n = 479)

Micro Mini Macro

Year Pet TRS80 Totala "PDP-11' IBM 1130 Wang Total IBM370 IBM360 Totals

1965

1966

1967
-------.-

1968

1969

p

0

, 1

2

. 0

7 ,.

1

1

2

1

7

.

0

0

1

2

4-

1

0

1

3

8

1970 0 2 9 1 17

1971 1 4. 3 . 1 5

1972 1 3 4 2 10

1973 2 1 8 2 0. 3

1974 -0 1 5 0 ,
0 4

1975 1 -; 3 7 12 '5.
0 7,

1976 2 1 ° 3 10 2 0 2

1977 , 3 5 1 0. 4 5 6 2 JO

1978. 8 10 - 15 5 0 4 9 4 2 13

1979" 83 30 118 14 2 1 , 17 10 ,
2 18

1980
b

24 3 29 '\_. '1 0 0 2 -0 1 2

Total 118 43 167 24 V 89 52 11 104

a. Total may be smaller than the row total since one school may have purthased more than

one computer. y

b. Purchased fanned for 1980-81 as of June '80.

c. Including "other" models.

2`,J



Table 17

-Estimates and Projections of Secondary School

Adoptions of Macro-Computers

Year

1965

1866

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1,978

1979,
.4

190'

1.981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

Cycle 1

Actual

Cycle 1 Cycle 2

Modeled Actual

1 0.56

0 . 1.13

1 2.21

3 4.10

8 6.84

17 9.65

5 10.83

10 9.41

,3 6.5 4

4 3.86

7 Z.07.

2 1.05

I

Cycle 2

Projected

10 9.34

.13 14.14

18 17.40

16.68

12.58

7.78

4.37

2.26

1.13

0.55

0.



1 Table 18

`Statistics and Standard Errors for
Estimatesiof Secondary School Adoptions

of Macro-Computers

Cycle

Statisticsa

P
1 N

S
m

Y

I:

Actual - .1 61
b

17 1971

Estimated 0.73 0.52 0.56 59.3 11.0 142

6.E. (est.) 0:10 0.24 2.5

II:

Actual - 10 ? ? ?

lEstimated- 0.:13 11.0 9.34 86.8
b

17.4 1980

S.E. (est.) fixed- - 0.49 8.6 . -

I

a

P = rate of adoption; Si = number of adoptions in year 1;

N = total number of adoptions; Sm
= maximum number of adowtions;

Y
m

= year of maximum adoptions.

b Sixty-one of 479 schools yields a 13% penetration; adding 87

additional schools would yield a 31% penetration.

L

31

1e.



Table 19
A

Estimates and Projections of Secondary SchoOl

Adoptions, of Mini-Computers

Year

IBM1130

Est.

Wang

st.'

PDP 11

'E t.

Total

Est.Actual Actual Actual Actual

1965 0 1 '1.24

1966 1. 1.54 1 1.54

19677,- 2 1.77' 2 1.91

1968:' 0 1.94 1 2.35 /

1969 7 2.02 1 2.88

1970 0 1.89 2 3.51

1971 1 1.87. 4 4.24

1972 1 1.67 3 5.07

1973 2 1.43 1 1.16 g 5.99

1974 0 1.18 1 , 2.32 5 6.99

1975 3 0.94 7 3.90 1 0.31 12 8.02

1976 1 0,74 3 4.93 '2 0.89 10 9.04

1977 0 0.56 4 4.38 1 2.51 5 9.98

1978 0 0.42 4 2.84 5 6.35 9 10.76 I

1979 2a, 0.32 1 ,1.48 14 12.56 17 11.33

1980 0.69 16.01 11.62

1981 ' 0.30 11.98 11.60

1982' 5.88 11.29

1983 .. 2.29 10.70

1984 0.81 9.90

1985 ' 0.28 8.95

1986, 7.93

1987 6.90

1988 5.91

1989 4.99

1990 4.17

a
Omitted from analysis.,

fi 3,2

11.14.

1
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Table 20

Statistics and Standard Errors for-
Estimates of Secondary School
Adoptions of Mini-Computer

.Statistic

Model
P No S1 'N Ym

IBM 1130

Actual - 1 18 7.0 , 1969

Estimated 6.33 5.62' 1.54 19.3 2.0 1970

S.E. (est.) 0.11 ,0.38 1.6

. ,

WANG $$

Actual .1 21 7 1975

Estimated 0.87 .9 1.16 22.2' 4.9 1977 /\

S.E. (est.) 0.21 - 0.42 1.9 -
../

PDP-11

Actual $.. - .1 . ? ?

Estimated 1.09 0.16 0.31 60. 16.0 1980

S.E. (est.) 0.14 - 0.14 fixed

Totel

Actual - 1 ? 17 '1 ,

Estimated 0.23 4.91 1.24 196.8 11.6 ,1981

S.E. (est.)
r-",.......

0.04. 0.19 ' 68.4
1

33
...

$

.e.

I

7



Table 21 .

Estimates and-Projections of
Secondary School Adoptions of

Micro-Computers with
Statistics and Standard,Errors'

PET Total

Year
Actual Estimated Actual Estimated

1977 3

. 197,8- : 3. '8 7
1979 83

1930

1931'

1932

:1983

L. 1984
.

1985

1.06 5 2.16

.10.34 15 18.43

82.62 118 117.35

202-.69 237.04

76.07 89.55

9.28 12.80.

0.90 1.48

0.09 0.17

0.01 0.02

.

Model

'Statistics'

No 1S1 _ N Sal Y-
m

PET

Actual

,Estimated 2.36 . 0.11 1.01 383 80% 225.8 1980

S.E. (est.). 0.19 0.35 fixed fixed,

TOTALN : ,

Actual

Estimated 2.19 0.27

S.E (est.) 0.15 -

'

, -

5 ? : ? ?

2.16 479 100% 262.0 1980

'0.60 fixed fixed -

24
1

a

--0

0

r

`E


